PLEASE SEE THE FOLLOWING CONTACT INFORMATION:

SECTION 26, ENTERPRISE SUPPORT SERVICES,
051-02 169-01
BATON ROUGE, LA 70804
1107 or (225) 379-036-04
ALICE SHAW RD
PARISH

GIS/Map Online 17 9245
POP. 5344

AND ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY TO DISTRIBUTE FUTURE ALTHOUGH DATA ON THIS MAP IS
BIG BAYOU HORIZONTAL DATUM: NORTH AMERICAN DATUM OF 1983 MODIFICATIONS OR CORRECTIONS THAT MAY BE MADE.
INTENDED PARISH LAKE GULF OF MEXICO THICKET FALSE_EASTING FALSE_NORTTHING
PREPARED BY GIS PROFESSIONALS WITH, BEEN
HEADQUARTERS - CHASE
PARISH

LAKE GROVE 4 254
562 821-21 821-24
EDRAW CREEK 1 254 1210 821-17 821-10 821-08
FAIR 320 CREEK

SHOP BAYOU

Big Bayou

WEIGHER STATION WAYSIDE PARK WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM STATE PRESERVATION AREA
ROADWAY FACILITY INTERSTATE REST AREA RAILROAD FREIGHT FACILITY
PUBLIC BOAT LAUNCH PUBLIC BEACH PORT - SHALLOW DRAFT
POLICE STATION PARISH HEALTH UNIT OBSERVATION TOWER MUSEUM - STATE OWNED
MUNICIPAL BUILDING INDUSTRIAL FACILITY HOSPITAL GREAT RIVER DESIGNATION
GRAVEL, SAND, CLAY OR DIRT PIT GARBAGE DUMP FISHER HATCHERY DOTD FACILITY - SUB-DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS

COURTHOUSE COMMUNITY HALL CHURCH CAMPS SPONSORED BY AN ORGANIZATION
BALL FIELD ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY ARMY OR NATIONAL GURAD UNIT
ANTEBELLUM HOME AIRWAY LIGHT BEACON CIY, TOWN, VILLAGE, OR COMMUNITY
NATIONAL FOREST DAM ON WATERWAY CANAL STREAM RAILROAD STATION (HISTORICAL)
RAILROAD INTEGRATED AREA BOUNDARY PARISH BOUNDARY PROPOSED HIGHWAY GRAVEL ROAD
MULTIPLE LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAY DIVIDED HIGHWAY WITH CONTROL OF ACCESS STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

EMERGENCY RELIEF FUNDING ROADWAY SYMBOLOGY

FHWA ELIGIBLE STATE ROUTES
FHWA ELIGIBLE STATE ROUTES
FHWA ELIGIBLE LOCAL STREETS
FHWA ELIGIBLE LOCAL STREETS

FRANKLIN PARISH

LOUISIANA

CENSUS 2000 POPULATION 50,707
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE OF MULTIMODAL PLANNING U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
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